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For the X-ray crystallographer, the future of his field is,
and has always been, determined by what he is able to
crystallize. This is now particularly true as a result of
the extraordinary improvement in X-ray detectors and
sources [1], the advent of computers of amazing speed,
and the development of programs that are both friendly
and efficient [2]. The critical component, trailing other
technology, is the growth of crystals of macromolecules
having sufficient size and quality to permit X-ray analysis.
Crystallization, however, has become less problematic.
With synchrotron sources [3], sensitive, fast detectors,
cryogenic techniques that eliminate radiation damage [4],
and more powerful phasing tools, both the number and
the size of crystals required for the analysis has decreased:
crystals of 30-50 ,pm may soon be adequate, frozen crys-
tals often provide a complete data set, and molecular
replacement can allow determination of entire structures
from this one set. Equally importantly, crystallization pro-
cedures, reagents, and diagnostic tools are now available
that greatly improve the probability of success for both
experienced crystallographers and interested biochemists.
Persistent obstacles to even more rapid progress, however,
are our poor perception of the crystallization process as it
applies to macromolecules; a vague concept of the nature
of these crystals; and a marginal understanding of the
solutal and material effects that determine their ultimate
size and quality. Compared with our understanding of
conventional small molecule crystallization, we are cur-
rently at a very primitive stage. Fortunately, this is rapidly
changing as new and powerful methods are applied to
the investigation of macromolecular crystal growth. It is
our intention here to highlight some of the more innova-
tive of these approaches, and to show how these are
beginning to provide us with both an improved qualita-
tive picture of the phenomenon of macromolecular crys-
tallization and a quantitative foundation for its modeling.
Properties of macromolecular crystals and their growth
It may be useful to review, firstly, some of the unique
properties of protein, nucleic acid, and virus crystals (for
examples of protein and virus crystals see Fig. 1). Macro-
molecular crystals are relatively small in comparison with
conventional crystals, rarely exceeding a millimeter on
an edge. Because only one stereoisomer of a biological
macromolecule exists in nature, they do not form crys-
tals possessing inversion symmetry and, therefore, gener-
ally exhibit simple shapes that lack the polyhedral
character of small molecule crystals. They are extremely
fragile, often crushing at the touch; they degrade when
outside of a narrow range of temperature, ionic strength,
or pH; they generally exhibit weak optical properties;
and they diffract X-rays to resolutions far short of the
theoretical limit. The reason for most of these character
deficiencies is that macromolecular crystals incorporate
large amounts of solvent in their lattices, ranging from
about 30%, at the lower limit, to 90% or more, in the
most extreme cases.
Two other crucial differences between macromolecular
and conventional crystal growth have important practical
consequences. The first is that macromolecular crystals
are usually nucleated at extremely high levels of supersat-
uration, often several hundred to a thousand percent.
Small molecule crystals, on the other hand, usually
nucleate at only a few percent supersaturation. Virtually
every quantitative aspect of crystal growth is a direct
function of supersaturation [5]. Although high levels of
supersaturation may be essential to promote nucleation of
macromolecular crystals, in general it is far from ideal for
growth, and the many problems observed for these crys-
tals attest to this. Furthermore, supersaturated macromol-
ecular solutions produce, in addition to crystal nuclei,
alternative solid states that we refer to collectively as
amorphous precipitates. Unlike conventional systems,
therefore, competition between crystals and precipitate
exists at both the nucleation and growth stages and this
competition is particularly acute because it is promoted
by high levels of supersaturation. Because amorphous
precipitates are kinetically favored, though of higher
energy state, they tend to dominate the solid phase and
inhibit or preclude crystal formation.
Given the complexities that beset macromolecular crys-
tallization, can we reasonably expect this process to
resemble that of conventional molecules? Evidence sug-
gests that the answer is, in principle, yes, but in practice,
no. It appears that the fundamental mechanisms and
pathways of macromolecular crystal growth are the same
as for conventional crystals [6,7], but the magnitudes of
the underlying kinetic and thermodynamic parameters
that govern the process differ dramatically [7-10].
Our traditional image of protein crystal growth appears
remarkably naive, both in the light of new data, and fol-
lowing everyday observations of crystals in the laboratory,
especially those crystals that exaggerate certain growth
problems (Fig. 2). Macromolecular crystals, like conven-
tional crystals, are neither monolithic solids of perfectly
organized units, nor precise arrangements of minute
blocks in an ordered 'mosaic'. More like the crust of the
earth, crystals contain ordered strata, layers, pockets, and
deposits of molecules arranged with more or less global
order. They contain inclusions, disordered water mol-
ecules, precipitant, ions, a range of impurities, defects and
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Fig. 1. An array of protein and virus
crystals that exemplify the objectives of
crystal growth researchers. (a) A tetra-
gonal crystal of the sweet protein thau-
matin. (b) An orthorhombic crystal of
beef liver catalase. (c) A cubic crystal of
satellite tobacco mosaic virus (STMV)
nucleated on the wall of its quartz ves-
sel. (d) An orthorhombic crystal of the
same virus. (e) A hexagonal bipyramid
of turnip yellow mosaic virus (TYMV).
(f) A triclinic crystal of an intact mouse
monoclonal antibody. The resolution
limits of the diffraction patterns from
these crystals vary from 1.7 A for thau-
matin and orthorhombic STMV, to
about 2.7 A for catalase and the anti-
body, 3.0 A for TYMV, and to only
4.0 A for cubic STMV.
dislocations of many sorts, and many molecules spatially
inconsistent with the dominant lattice. This is important
because it is the ensemble of all of these that determines
the ultimate size, quality, and diffraction properties of
the crystals.
Crystallization from solution [8-13], like the formation
of ice from water, represents a phase change. Macromol-
ecular crystallization utilizes three principles. The first
involves perturbing the relationship between the macro-
molecules and solution components (water molecules and
ions); the second involves altering the structure of the
solvent so that macromolecules are less well accommo-
dated, thereby promoting phase separation; and the third
involves enhancing the number and strength of favorable
interactions between individual macromolecules.
In the non-equilibrium state of supersaturation - where
supersaturation is defined as ar=ln (c/s) (c is concentra-
tion and a is the equilibrium solubility) - molecules are
continuously associating to form clusters and aggregates
of unknown order, whose size may tacitly be defined by
a radius R. Molecules that are free in solution are contin-
ually recruited into a potential nucleus, while others dis-
sociate. The free energy (F) for formation of a spherical
crystalline aggregate of radius R is
BF=-4TrR 3kTa/3Q+4TrR 2a
where Q is the volume of a protein monomer in the
crystal, a is the solution supersaturation, k is the Boltz-
man constant, T is the temperature and ot is the interfa-
cial free energy between a crystal nucleus and the bulk
solution [4]. The interfacial free energy represents the
amount of work that is necessary in order to create a unit
of surface of the new crystalline phase. As illustrated in
Figure 3, if at some point R exceeds some critical value
Rc [Rc=4aot/kTa and therefore the activation energy
Fc= 16irQ2a3/3(kT) 2] then it will be energetically
favorable for the aggregate to accumulate new molecules
more rapidly than it loses old. A crystal nucleus will then
be born and growth will proceed [14]. The higher ar is,
the greater the probability that molecules will be gained
rather than lost to the aggregate, and the smaller is R c.
The energy barrier 8F c to achievement of critical nuclear
size R c, therefore, is supersaturation dependent [5].
The nature of the nucleus and the process by which Rc is
attained are largely a mystery. It is not known whether
the critical nucleus is initially ordered or assumes order
through a restructuring, nor whether it forms by coales-
cence of arbitrary subnuclear clusters or by strict
monomer or oligomer addition, or by all of these at once.
We have some reasonable hypotheses regarding differ-
ences between crystal nuclei and the aggregates that
evolve to form amorphous material. In crystal nuclei, the
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Fig. 2. Four crystals that permit us to see
directly some of the substructure charac-
teristic of most macromolecular crystals.
(a) An orthorhombic STMV crystal which
has begun to degrade, revealing the layers,
strata, secondary nuclei, and many fault
lines obscured in the intact crystal. (b) A
rhombohedral canavalin crystal with a
large macrostep, seen near the top edge of
an isolated platelike macrostep near the
center of the top surface, and many micro-
crystals embedded in, or growing from, the
interior of the crystal. (c) Symmetric
growth frames on the major face of an
alpha amylase crystal, comparable to the
annual rings of a tree stump, provide a
record of the temperature fluctuations that
occurred during its growth. Overlapping,
arrowhead-shaped macrosteps can also be
seen on the long, prismatic crystal from
which it has nucleated. These two alpha
amylase crystals have quite different unit
cells and symmetries. (d) A rhombohedral
canavalin crystal, back etched to reveal
the substructure of the interior, viewed
along the unique threefold axis.
macromolecules tend to make interactions with one
another in all three directions in a periodic manner,
whereas amorphous precipitates tend toward linear
arrangements with arbitrary branching. Studies based on
quasi-elastic light scattering (QELS) suggest that crystal
nucleation and the formation of amorphous precipitates
are distinct and can be discriminated in advance of the
appearance of visible crystals [15-21]. Some investigators
postulate transition from an amorphous, or fractile state
into a crystal nucleus [22]. Other work suggests that con-
ditions propitious for crystal growth may be predicted
from properties of the mother liquor which are identifi-
able by QELS or static light scattering [17,19,20].
One model, consistent with the data, is that macromol-
ecules initially associate through hydrophobic, non-spe-
cific interactions to produce a quasi-stable fluid aggregate
analogous to the molten globule theorized for nascent
Fig. 3. Dependencies of 6F on R for two values of solution super-
saturation a (al and a2). (Reproduced from 126], with permission.)
polypeptides [23]. Reorientation and rearrangement then
occurs in the unique internal environment of the fluid
aggregate, accompanied by the formation of more geo-
metrically rigorous hydrogen and electrostatic bonds.
The result is a three-dimensionally ordered core, again
analogous to a folded protein. For such a phase transition,
R c may have a more complex meaning than we currently
ascribe to it, specifying, possibly, the initial size of the
disordered aggregate, the size of an eventually self-
propagating, ordered core, or some combination thereof.
Techniques for studying nucleation events
Estimates of Rc as a function of or have now been
obtained for both proteins and spherical viruses, using
QELS [18,24-26]. QELS can provide a-dependent,
quantifiable pictures of the aggregation pathways that
lead ultimately to the formation of critical nuclei. In
addition, QELS allows measurement of the growth rates
of nuclei until they reach a size visible with a light micro-
scope. From plots such as Figure 4a it is possible to calcu-
late estimates of Rc as a function of a. A comparison
with values measured for conventional, well character-
ized crystals, such as potassium dihydrogen phosphate
(KDP) [27], shows that, for macromolecules, critical
nuclei are of roughly similar dimensions, but one to two
orders of magnitude less in terms of the number of parti-
cles incorporated. Estimates can also be obtained of the
activation energy required for critical nucleus formation,
8Fc (Fig. 5a).
Novel techniques for studying the mechanisms of crystal
growth
Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
Once a critical nucleus has formed, by what mechanisms
does growth occur? What external factors promote and
affect growth, and what are the kinetic and thermo-
dynamic parameters that characterize the process? These
have been addressed both qualitatively and quantitatively
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using a variety of novel techniques. One of the most
important to emerge is atomic force microscopy (AFM)
[28-30]. Here, a delicately balanced stylus scans slightly
above the surface of an object, in this case a growing pro-
tein or virus crystal, in such a way that it can detect and
record variations in the height of the surface. It can oper-
ate in most typical mother liquors and has a spatial resolu-
tion of less than a nanometer, which enables it to resolve
individual virus particles in the lattice of a crystal [31]. It
can readily visualize the formation and development of
steps and other features found on growing crystal surfaces.
An advantage of AFM is that repeated scanning over an
area encompassing only a few nanometers to several
microns, at one to two minute intervals, can be main-
tained with high precision for many days, and on crystals
actively growing in their mother liquor. The images are,
therefore, obtained in situ and without perturbation of
the growing crystal.
Figures 6-9 illustrate the use of AFM in delineating
the mechanisms by which macromolecular crystals grow.
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Fig. 4. (a) Dependencies of Rc on inverse supersaturation, 1/a,
for pumpkin globulin, apoferritin and STMV crystallization. Cor-
responding values for a (and molar surface energies) are: pump-
kin globulin, a=6.1 x 10- 9 J cm-2 (3.3 kJ mol-1); apoferritin, a=
2.7 x 10 -9 J cm - 2 (7.5 kJ mol-1); STMV, a=1.8 x 10 - 9 J cm- 2 (9.2
kJ mol- 1) (b) The supersaturation dependency of the number of
protein and virus particles comprising the critical nucleus.
(Reproduced from [26], with permission.)
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Fig. 5. (a) Free energy F versus R for formation of the pumpkin
globulin crystalline aggregate at solution supersaturations U: (1)
0.5; (2) 0.3; (3) 0.1; (4) 0.03. (b) The supersaturation dependency
of the potential barriers to the formation of the critical nuclei for
pumpkin globulin, apoferritin and STMV crystallization. (Repro-
duced from [261, with permission.)
These images provide evidence that macromolecular
crystals do indeed grow, as do conventional crystals, by
two-dimensional (2D) nucleation on surfaces (Fig. 6), by
the development of spiral and multiple spiral dislocations
(Fig. 7), and indeed by some novel mechanisms not pre-
viously observed for conventional crystal growth (Figs
8,9). What gives rise to the dislocations and imperfec-
tions that promote growth? They may appear when
errors occur in the incorporation of new molecules into
a growing step edge, or by adsorption and incorporation
of a variety of impurities ranging from macromolecular
aggregates to contaminating proteins or dust particles. In
fact, they may be attributed to any event that produces a
discontinuity in an otherwise ordered growth.
By repeated scanning, the propagation of steps, the
expansion of spirals, and the formation of new surfaces
are recorded. Rates of step advancement (tangential
growth velocity) and sizes of critical nuclei can be meas-
ured as a function of cr, and from these, thermodynamic
and kinetic parameters calculated. One such parameter,
the interfacial free energy () of a growing crystal (its
most fundamental thermodynamic parameter), provides a
measure of the work required to create a unit of new sur-
face area on the crystal. The ao parameter is important
because it has implications for the relative chemical envi-
ronments and interactions that a molecule experiences in
solution and in the crystal. From AFM studies [32,33],
(b)
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Fig. 6. In situ atomic force microscopy
(AFM) images of the surfaces of (a)
5 x 5 l.m and (b) 8 x 8 Im of growing thau-
matin crystals, showing seas of growth
steps, and the appearance of two-dimen-
sional (2D) nuclei or islands. 2D nuclei
larger than a critical size Rc give rise to
steps and are the sources of growth for
these crystals. 2D nuclei of a size less than
Rc redissolve. Quantitative analysis of thisphenomenon provides a good estimate of
Rc. From AFM investigations of a number
of different protein crystals, including lyso-
zyme and catalase, it appears that growth
by 2D nucleation may be the predominant
mechanism for generating growth steps in
macromolecular crystals, in contrast to
most conventional crystals, where this
mode of growth occurs only infrequently.
and also from QELS [18,24-26], at was determined for
satellite tobacco mosaic virus (STMV) and canavalin to
be in the range (1.8-60) x 10-9J cm -2. This is about one
to two orders of magnitude less than for molecules
recruited from solution into a conventional crystal.
When one considers the surface area of a macromolecule
or virus, however, then the total energy required to
incorporate it into a crystal is about the same as for a
small molecule.
The low value of o for macromolecular crystals confirms,
as we might have suspected, that the environments of
proteins, nucleic acids, and viruses in their crystals are
not, from an energetic standpoint, appreciably different
from those when they are free in solution. It also sug-
gests that the hydration shells surrounding macromol-
ecules in solution may be changed very little upon
entering the crystal.
Michaelson interferometry
The fundamental kinetic parameter governing crystal
growth is the kinetic coefficient 3. This is a measure of
the kinetics of incorporation of a molecule into the crys-
tal and is determined by the combined kinetics of trans-
port, absorption, surface diffusion, reorientation and any
other components of incorporation. The slowest of these
is rate limiting and dominates the value of 13. Although
estimates of 3 have been obtained for several macromole-
cules using AFM [33], the most accurate approach
involves the application of Michaelson interferometry to
growing crystals. This method, pioneered by Chernov
and his colleagues in Russia [27], is based on the interfer-
ence of a wavefront of light, reflected from a growing
crystal face, with a reference beam. Phase shifts occur in
the reflected beam because of height variations on the
crystal surface, which are caused by growth hillocks and
2D islands such as those seen in Figures 6-9. Because, as
with AFM, the measurements are carried out in situ, as
the crystal grows, a continuous series of interferograms
such as those shown in Figure 10 are produced.
In the interferograms, the distance between successive
dark (or successive light) fringes corresponds to a height
difference on the crystal face equal to X/2n, where X and
n are the wavelength of the light employed and the
refractive index of the protein solution, respectively. The
density of the fringes around any growth center is a
quantitative measure of the slope of the growth hillock.
The radial velocity of the fringes, measurable in time
sequences, specifies the velocity of advancing step edges,
known as the tangential growth velocity. As noted above
for AFM studies, from the tangential velocity one can
calculate 13.
By choosing a point, at the growth center or otherwise,
and recording the period of change in intensity there, the
normal growth rate can be determined. From the tan-
gential growth rates, 13 can be calculated, and indeed has
been determined [32,34,35] for crystals of the protein
canavalin and STMV. Values of 13, in the range of
3.2-5.3 x 10- 4 cm sec- 1 for canavalin to 4.0-8.0 x 10-4
cm sec- for STMV, were deduced and, like ca, found to
be nearly two orders of magnitude less than for conven-
tional crystals [33]. This indicates that the low growth
rates of macromolecular crystals in comparison with
inorganic crystals must be due to a greatly lowered prob-
ability of incorporation of individual molecules into the
growing crystal.
Mach-Zehnder interferometry
A somewhat different kind of interferometry, Mach-
Zehnder interferometry, is being used to investigate the
immediate solutal environment of growing crystals. This
is useful for quantifying concentration gradients that
form around growing crystals as a consequence of the
nutrient molecules becoming incorporated into the crys-
tal. In very convection-free systems, as are found in
microgravity, gels, or narrow capillaries, these 'depletion
zones' may dramatically effect local supersaturation and,
therefore, the overall kinetics and ultimate products of
the crystal growth process.
Mach-Zehnder interferometry, which takes advantage
of the variation in refractive index of a solution as a
function of its macromolecule concentration [36-38], is
being used to determine the relative contributions of
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Fig. 7. Sequential, in situ atomic force
microscopy (AFM) images of a 20pm x
20pm area on the surface of a growing
rhombohedral canavalin crystal showing
the development with time of a double
spiral dislocation. A fortunate outcome of
AFM studies of macromolecular crystals
growing in situ was that the time scale of
growth was much slower than that for
conventional crystals, thus permitting
visualization of phenomena that could
not otherwise be observed. In many
respects, macromolecules provide model
systems superior to traditional systems for
the quantitative study of crystal growth.
Fig. 8. Sequential, in situ atomic force
microscopy (AFM) images of a 10m x
1Otr.m area on the surface of a growing
rhombohedral canavalin crystal. Two
neighboring, single screw dislocations,
one right handed and one left handed,
and a linear defect in the upper left cor-
ner, are shown. Progressive interaction
of the steps generated by the two spirals
drives growth on the surface. The edges
of the growth steps here are very rough,
in contrast to the smooth steps that
characterize most small molecule crys-
tals. This roughness indicates the pres-
ence of a high level of impurities in the
mother liquor, which are able to incor-
porate into the crystal.
transport processes, both convective and diffusive, to the
kinetics of growth [39,40]. This may prove to be a partic-
ularly important approach for defining the changes in
fluid dynamics that occur in the absence of gravity and
are responsible for the observations of altered, and gener-
ally improved, quality of macromolecule crystals grown
in space [41-43].
Macromolecular crystal growth is an intricate and dyn-
amic process which is constantly changing in character.
This makes it both complex and intriguing, comparable
with the changing weather patterns above the earth, or
the waves and currents that roil the sea. There are usually,
on a crystal face, weak centers, in addition to the strong
growth centers that dominate growth and these compete
with the formation of 2D nuclei. In the sequence of
Figure 10, the strengths of different growth centers
change with time and these centers compete with one
another; heights of hillocks change; some growth centers
divide into complex multihillock centers and others coa-
lesce; steps advance, bunch, coalesce, give rise to new
centers, etc. It is hardly surprising that the resultant crys-
tal is not the perfect solid our simple models suggest.
The more realistic image of macromolecular crystal
growth provided by these methods may, hopefully, con-
tribute to a better understanding of the mosaicity and
indicate the ultimate determinants of diffraction reso-
lution, radiation sensitivity, mechanical and chemical
stability, the distribution of intensities, and diffuse scatter.
As demonstrated by these techniques, macromolecular
crystals are a vast array of dislocations, layers and planes,
step bunches, irregularities, incorporated impurities,
inclusions, and regions of perfect order. Thus, when we
speak of disorder in crystals, caution is advised. Disorder
is not simply a measure of 'molecular wobble' at abstract
lattice points.
Conditions for macromolecular crystal growth
The information now accumulating is impressive in its
extent and precision, particularly in terms of its revela-
tion of the underlying mechanisms and processes of
macromolecular crystal growth. Even so, the X-ray crys-
tallographer must still deal with the practical questions of
growing crystals for analysis [44-49]. While the physics
and chemistry will ultimately lead to improved crystal-
lization methods and practices, the diffractionist needs
immediate material results. The wave of interest in
macromolecular crystal growth, accompanying the intro-
duction of the techniques described above, has, however,
already had a dramatic impact in everyday laboratory
crystallography.
Over the years, a vast number of reports and observa-
tions, without much form or even clear purpose, have
entered the literature [50]. Attempts were made to sort,
classify [51,52], and shape ad hoc experiments into more
rational approaches [49,53-56]; to gather, collate and
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Fig. 9. Sequential, in situ atomic force
microscopy (AFM) images of a 30p.m x
30l.m area of the surface of a growing
rhombohedral canavalin crystal. Ini-
tially, two right-handed, double-spiral
dislocations coexist adjacent to one
another, but these compete over time.
Eventually one growth spiral becomes
dominant but in turn gives rise to a
new, minor spiral dislocation (upper
left corner of the last frame). For rhom-
bohedral canavalin crystals, unlike
most of the other macromolecular
crystals studied, step generation by
development of spiral dislocations
appears to be the predominant growth
mechanism. In canavalin, the density
of dislocations and defects is very high
(105-106 /cm2 ), nearly four orders of
magnitude higher than for most con-
ventional crystals. This high defect
density may explain the limited dif-
fraction quality and resolution of many
macromolecular crystals.
Fig. 10. A series of Michaelson inter-
ferograms of a growing canavalin crys-
tal showing the patterns of fringes
arising from actively developing spiral
dislocations on the crystal surfaces.
Fringes are produced by variations in
surface height, and their motion by
growth of the various sources with
time. (a) Four independent, but closely
coupled, growth centers compete in
generating growth steps. As is typical
with such complex growth centers,
stronger dislocations eventually over-
whelm the weaker, and ultimately all
are consolidated into a single, strong
growth center (b-d). Quantitative val-
ues for the thermodynamic and kinetic
parameters can be precisely calculated
from the time-dependent phenomena
seen here, and this has, in fact, been
done for several systems [32].
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systematize the experiences of thousands of investigators
into rationally constructed databases [57,58]; and finally
to extract, from those bases, arrays of conditions that
seemed the most likely to yield protein and nucleic-acid
crystals. An example of the kinds of general information
available from such bases is found in Figure 11.
These sets of conditions form the foundation for the
crystal screens [59-66], now commercially available
(Hampton Research; Protein Solutions), that have virtu-
ally revolutionized the search for effective crystallization
conditions. Although some important macromolecules
continue to slip through these still imperfect nets, the
number of successes is impressive. Improved screening
techniques alone are, to a great extent, responsible for the
explosion of new crystals, grown not only by crystallog-
raphers, but by the myriad of biochemists and molecular
biologists whose need for structural information is acute.
The search for novel, and perhaps even better, pre-
cipitants and conditions for crystal growth continues, and
we can reasonably expect even more useful developments
in this area.
With arrays of high probability conditions that need to be
tested against no more than a few milligrams of protein or
nucleic acid, attention has focused on the macromol-
ecules themselves. Three characteristics have clearly come
forward as being important to their crystallization: purity;
stability; solubility. Failure in crystallization can probably
be attributed, in general, to one or more of these.
Purity, stability and solubility
Homogeneity has always been recognized as important,
though not always essential, for successful crystallization.
The trick is to recognize when it is the crucial factor and
then to direct one's efforts there. Important advances have
been made with regard to purification. Not only are there
now more powerful techniques and instruments available
[46,47], but X-ray crystallography can now benefit to an
extraordinary degree from the refinements in recom-
binant DNA technology and the development of high-
yield expression systems [67-69]. With the introduction
of endogenous purification tools like the histidine tag or
glutathione sulfur transferase (GST) chimers [70], an even
greater availability of ultrapure, 'crystallizable proteins'
Fig. 11. Using information from crystallization databases, such as that assembled at the National Institute of Standards and Technology
[51], analyses of methodologies, parameters, crystal properties, and reagents can readily be carried out. This database, for example,
now has well over a thousand entries, and it is invaluable for the development of new crystallization screens and matrices, which are
used for identifying the most probable initial conditions, and for discovering clues as to how to proceed with the crystallization
process. Crystallization screens based on these databases are currently driving the success of crystallography. (a) The number of macro-
molecules crystallized against pH range. (b) The number of macromolecules crystallized for each precipitant type. (c) The number of
macromolecules crystallized by each crystallization method. (d) The number of macromolecules crystallized for temperatures ranging
from -10 °C to 100 °C.
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seems to be on the horizon. Recombinant systems pro-
vide us not only with pure, native proteins, but also with
a way to introduce mutations and thereby create almost
limitless alternatives for crystallization, should the native
molecule prove unyielding. They also offer systematic
approaches to the intelligent engineering of solubility
properties and stability.
The importance of chemical and conformational stability
of the target macromolecule too, has also been recog-
nized and given serious attention for a long time. Ligands
are used to lock discrete conformations; disulfides (intro-
duced by mutation), or chemical modifications are made
to reduce mobility [71]; proteins and ribosomes from
thermophilic organisms are used for their natural stabil-
ity; and proteolytic or mutational truncations are made to
remove naturally flexible domains or elements [46]. We
are only beginning to understand how to manipulate
conformation to enhance crystallization properties [72],
and this area also promises much for the future, particu-
larly for those difficult cases such as antibodies, multiple-
domain enzymes and multimolecular complexes.
Perhaps the principle least recognized, but now receiving
the most attention, is solubility, meaning here not only
dissolution of macromolecules in a liquid, but their disag-
gregation into a monodisperse molecular form. Indeed,
we have come to recognize aggregation and polydisper-
sity as principal reasons why many macromolecules can-
not be crystallized. This includes not only membrane and
lipophilic proteins [73], but also macromolecules that
have a strong propensity to aggregate, such as antibodies
[74], hormone polypeptides, and proteins whose purpose
is ordered aggregation (such as those from viral capsids).
Extending the observations that non-ionic detergents
promote the growth of hydrophilic [75] as well as mem-
brane proteins [76,77], light scattering studies have con-
firmed the salient importance of monodispersity in
allowing macromolecular crystallization [17-19,63,78].
The current consensus among those involved in crys-
tallization research is that if by some means monodisper-
sity could be insured, then there would be a >80%
chance of obtaining crystals. To promote monodispersity,
approaches used involve incorporating detergents in
crystallization trials and crystallizing at low protein con-
centrations, higher temperatures, or in the presence of
chaotropic agents. This is an area that continues to be
under active investigation.
Additional factors have emerged both from recent crystal
growth research, and from the empirical results generated
by the current revolution in crystallography. Among
these factors are the importance of surfaces and their pro-
motion of heterogeneous nucleation [79-82]; the value
of unique environments such as microgravity [41-43,83],
gels [84-86] and thin capillaries [87]; the broad range of
polymeric precipitants found to be useful in growing
crystals [88-89]; and new approaches to solving the
problem of persistent microcrystals [90].
In a sense, our current assault on the problem of macro-
molecular crystallization has two fronts. As it did in the
past, but now with far more efficiency, the empirical
approach continues to provide new crystals, new infor-
mation for databases, and new clues about how to pro-
ceed. Now, however, very powerful physical methods are
being brought to bear, and their contributions, at the
practical level, are only beginning to be appreciated.
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